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Abstract: Direct immunofluorescence (DIF) images are used by clini-
cal experts for the diagnosis of autoimmune blistering diseases. The
analysis of serration patterns in DIF images concerns two types of pat-
terns, namely n- and u-serrated. Manual analysis is time-consuming
and challenging due to noise. We propose an algorithm for the auto-
matic classification of serrated patterns in DIF images. We first seg-
ment the epidermal basement membrane zone (BMZ) where n- and
u-serrated patterns are typically found. Then, we apply a bank of B-
COSFIRE filters to detect ridges and determine their orientations with
respect to the BMZ. Finally, we classify an image by comparing its
normalized histogram of relative orientations with those of the train-
ing images using a nearest neighbor approach. We achieve a recog-
nition rate of 84.4% on a UMCG data set of 416 DIF images, which is
comparable to 83.4% by clinical experts.

1 Introduction

Manual analysis of serration patterns in direct immunouorescence (DIF) im-
ages is used by clinical experts for the diagnosis of certain skin diseases [5, 12–
14]. One such disease is epidermolysis bullosa acquisita (EBA) [15], which is a
chronic subepidermal blistering disease of the skin and mucus membranes. The
serration pattern analysis concerns two types of patterns, which are referred to
as n- and u-serrated, along the epidermal basement membrane zone (BMZ). The
n-serrated patterns, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1a, are characterized
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Fig. 1: Examples of (a) n-serrated and (b) u-serrated patterns.

by undulating n-shapes. On the other hand, the u-serrated patterns comprise
finger-like shapes, as shown in Fig. 1b. The manual analysis of serration pat-
terns is very challenging mainly due to noise and lack of well-trained clinical
experts and immunofluorescence microscopists [7, 12].

We propose an improvement of the method that we proposed in [11] for the
classification of n- and u-serrated patterns. That method uses as a feature vec-
tor a histogram of absolute orientations of ridges. It does not consider the local
orientation of the BMZ. Here, we first segment the BMZ and then we compute
its local orientations. Subsequently, we apply a bank of B-COSFIRE filters [3] to
detect ridges and determine their relative orientations with respect to the BMZ.
Finally, we classify a test image by comparing its normalized histogram of rel-
ative orientations with those of the training images using a nearest neighbor
approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the pro-
posed method. We evaluate it and report experimental results in Section 3. In
Section 4, we draw conclusions.

2 Proposed method

2.1 Overview

In the following, we explain the main idea of the proposed method and subse-
quently we provide a detailed description of each step.

Fig. 2(a-f) show six examples of RGB DIF images. Fig. 2(a-c) and Fig. 2(d-f)
contain n-serrated and u-serrated patterns, respectively. The dashed red lines
enclose the BMZ. This is the area where n- or u-serrated patterns are located.
For each DIF image, we first segment the BMZ by applying the preprocessing
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Fig. 2: Examples of RGB DIF images that contain (a-c) n-serrated and (d-f) u-serrated pat-

terns. The red dashed lines indicate the BMZ.

algorithm, which we proposed in [11], to the green channel of the DIF image.
Then, we compute the local orientation for each location along the BMZ by con-
sidering a small and a large neighbourhood, respectively. For the small neigh-
bourhood we use B-COSFIRE ridge detectors and for the larger neighbourhood
we use the orientation measurement approach introduced in [4]. The former
measurement gives the absolute orientations of the serrated pattern, while the
latter measurement determines the orientation of the baseline. Finally, we com-
pute the relative orientations and represent every DIF image by a normalized
histogram of such orientations.

2.2 Segmentation of the BMZ

We use the algorithm that we proposed in [11] to segment the BMZ from the
green channel of a DIF image (of size 1392× 1040 pixels), Fig. 3b. First, we use a
disk-shaped structuring element (radius of 30 pixels) to perform morphological
closing followed by a flood-fill operation, of which the result is shown in Fig. 3c.
Then, we use Canny edge detector [6] to extract the upper-most boundary of the
largest connected component. In order to avoid the border effect, we remove 50
pixels from each side of the image. Fig. 3d shows the extracted boundary. We
obtain the BMZ mask (Fig. 3e) by dilating the extracted boundary using a disk-
shaped structuring element (radius of 30 pixels). Finally, we use the resulting
BMZ mask to extract the corresponding region of the green channel of a DIF im-
age (Fig. 3f).
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Fig. 3: (a) An example of a RGB DIF image (of size 1392× 1040 pixels) and (b) its green

channel image. (c) The resulting binary image of a morphological closing operation

using a disk-shaped structuring element (radius of 30 pixels) applied to the green

channel image. (d) The extracted boundary between the dark and white regions of

the binary image. (e) Binary mask of the BMZ and (f) the product of the green

channel image and the mask.

2.3 Determination of the local BMZ orientation

We compute the local BMZ orientation φ(x, y) at a given location (x, y) by an ori-
entation measurement approach introduced in [4]. Fig. 4 illustrates this method.
For a point A on the BMZ mask (Fig. 3e), we consider the intensity pixels of the
corresponding boundary map (Fig. 3d) along a circle of a given radius r = 50
pixels. Two positions (B and C) are chosen as the points that characterize the
local orientations. We determine the angles of the polar coordinates for such
points with respect to the point A. For instance, the leg from B to A forms an
inbound angle φ1 = 0.72 radians, and the leg from A to C forms an outbound
angle φ2 = 3.40 radians. Then we compute the local orientation φ(x, y) of A
with respect to B and C as:

φ(x, y) = ||π/2− (φ1 + φ2)/2||π (1)

where || · ||π represents the modulus of π. For this example, φ(A) = 0.49 radi-
ans.
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Fig. 4: Part of a BMZ mask from Fig. 3e.

2.4 Determination of ridge orientation

We use B-COSFIRE filters1 [3] to detect ridges and determine their orientations.
A B-COSFIRE filter is a ridge detector, which is based on the COSFIRE ap-
proach [2] and the CORF computational model [1]. Its response is achieved
by computing the geometric mean of a group of linearly aligned responses of a
Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) filter. A B-COSFIRE filter has three main param-
eters: the standard deviation σ of the outer Gaussian function in the involved
DoG filter2, the radius l and the orientation θ. Further to the experiments we
did in [11], we use σ = 1.2 and l = 4. Here, we only mention that we use 16
B-COSFIRE filters with θ ∈ (0, π/16, . . . , 15π/16). Fig. 5a shows an example
of a B-COSFIRE filter that is selective for ridges with an orientation θ = π/6
radians and Fig. 5c shows its response map to the input image shown in Fig. 5b.
These filters have other parameters which we skip here for brevity. We refer the
interested reader to [1–3, 8–11] and to an online implementation3.

For each BMZ, we apply a bank of 16 B-COSFIRE filters that are selective for
different orientations. We denote by Θ(x, y) the local orientation of a ridge point
as:

Θ(x, y) = ||π/2 + θ(x, y)||π (2)

where θ(x, y) represents the orientation of the B-COSFIRE filter that exhibits the
maximum response at the location (x, y).

1Matlab scripts: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/49172
2The standard deviation of the inner Gaussian function is 0.5σ
3http://matlabserver.cs.rug.nl

http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/49172
http://matlabserver.cs.rug.nl
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Fig. 5: (a) Structure of a B-COSFIRE filter which is used for detecting the ridges with an

orientation θ = π/6 radians. The cross marker indicates the support center of the

filter. The radius l indicates the farthest distance from the center of the filter that

takes as inputs five responses from a center-on DoG filter with σ = 1.2. The locations

of the afferent inputs are equally spaced in intervals of 2 pixels. (b) A cropped region

of a DIF image and (c) the corresponding B-COSFIRE response map.

2.5 Descriptor: normalized histogram of relative orientations

We denote by Φ(x, y) the relative orientation of a ridge at position (x,y) with
respect to the BMZ orientation φ(x, y):

Φ(x, y) =
{

π − ||φ(x, y)−Θ(x, y)||π, if ||φ(x, y)−Θ(x, y)||π > π/2
||φ(x, y)−Θ(x, y)||π, otherwise

(3)

In this way, we obtain a map of the relative orientations for the BMZ of each
DIF image. We construct the L1-normalized histogram of these orientations and
use it as the feature vector of a DIF image. Fig. 6(a-f) show the normalized
histograms of the images in Fig. 2.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Data set

We use a data set provided by the University Medical Center Groningen
(UMCG). It comprises 26 DIF images from different pemphigoid patients, 15
of which contain n-serrated patterns and the rest contain u-serrated ones. We
expand the data set to 416 DIF images by rotating each of the 26 images from
π/8 to 2π radians in intervals of π/8 radians. All images are taken with magni-
fications of ×40, which is the most commonly used scale in hospitals. The data
set is publicly available as an online test4.

4http://www.nversusu.umcg.nl/

http://www.nversusu.umcg.nl/
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Fig. 6: (a-f) Six L1-normalized histograms of the relative orientations of the DIF images in

Fig. 2(a-f), respectively.

3.2 Experiments

We apply the proposed method to all 416 DIF images of the UMCG data set and
for every DIF image we compute the L1-normalized histogram of the relative
orientations. For the evaluation of the proposed method, we use the nearest
neighbor algorithm to classify each image as u-serrated or n-serrated by com-
paring its histogram with the ones of the remaining DIF images in the data set.
In Table 1, we report the results that we obtain for different similarity measures
between the histograms. By using leave-one-out cross-validation, we achieve a
recognition rate of 84.4% on the expanded UMCG data set.

Table 1: Recognition rates achieved for different distance measures.

Chi-square Euclidean Cosine Correlation Cityblock
Method in [11] 69.9% 69.0% 63.0% 63.7% 65.6%

Proposed method 84.4% 84.4% 75.5% 73.3% 83.4%

4 Conclusions

We achieve the recognition rate of 84.4% on the expended UMCG data set of 416
DIF images, which is significantly better than the 69.9% that we achieve by the
previous method [11] and that it is comparable to the 83.4% achieved by clinical
experts [12].
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